Concise 33 Strategies Of War, The
**Synopsis**

From bestselling author Robert Greene comes a new guide to the strategies of war that can help us gain mastery in the modern world. Spanning world civilisations, and synthesising dozens of political, philosophical, and religious texts, "the concise 33 strategies of war" is a guide to the subtle social game of everyday life. Based on profound and timeless lessons, it is abundantly illustrated with examples of the genius and folly of everyone from Napoleon to Margaret Thatcher and Hannibal to Ulysses S. Grant, as well as diplomats, captains of industry and samurai swordsmen.
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**Customer Reviews**

This edition is great—succinct. I like it because I can take it anywhere discreetly. The only criticism I have is that it is just a wee bit smaller than I would like—but I can certainly live with this given the great job done on the information in this edition. I ordered the other two after I got this.

Not your usual self help read—but a must read to survive in today's world. Interesting how Greene utilizes strategies actually used in history to apply in the world and concerns we live in today. I would purchase any of Greene's book to read more than once. There is too much information to absorb it all in one reading.

This book is a remarkable analysis of military strategies throughout history, and how similar strategies and tactics can, and have been, used by people for (non military) problem solving in day to day life. This book is what "The Prince" would be if it were written today instead of several
hundred years ago, and ten times as useful to the average person. This book ought to be required reading in college.

It's a good book and it's in good shape.

Great book. it seems it was printed in india with cheap paper thou